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ABSTRACT

With the ever-growing interest in the area of mobile information re-

trieval and the ongoing fast development of mobile devices and, as

a consequence, mobile apps, an active research area lies in studying

users’ behavior and search queries users submit on mobile devices.

However, many researchers require to develop an app that collects

useful information from users while they search on their phones or

participate in a user study. In this paper, we aim to address this need

by providing a comprehensive Android app, called Omicron, which

can be used to collect mobile query logs and perform user studies

on mobile devices. Omicron, at its current version, can collect users’

mobile queries, relevant documents, sensor data as well as user

activity and interaction data in various study settings. Furthermore,

we designed Omicron in such a way that it is conveniently extend-

able to conduct more specific studies and collect other types of

sensor data. Finally, we provide a tool to monitor the participants

and their data both during and after the collection process.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the technological advances in developing mobile devices, we

witnessed an evolution of mobile devices as well as the ways people

access information through these devices. Research on mobile infor-

mation retrieval (mobile IR) is aimed at łenabling users to carry out,

using a mobile device, all the classical IR operations that they were

used to carry out on a desktopž [8]. The evolution of mobile devices

as well as their applications (a.k.a. apps) not only enables users to

carry out the łclassical IRž tasks on their mobile devices, but also

identifies new methods of interaction and information access.
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Figure 1: System Overview

Research on mobile IR started as early as 2006 when Kamvar

and Baluja [11] studied query logs of Google mobile search. Since

then, there has been growing interest in studying this area both in

industry and academia. Early studies mainly focused on understand-

ing users information needs on mobile devices [12] and exploring

conventional Web-based IR approaches on these devices [6]. More

recently, along with advances in technology, researchers have ex-

plored various aspects of mobile IR. For instance, Song et al. [15]

studied and found significant differences in search patterns done

using iPhone, iPad, and desktop. Crestani and Du [7] conducted a

comparative study on mobile spoken and written queries showing

that spoken queries are longer and closer to natural language. Sohn

et al. [14] conducted a diary study in which they found that con-

textual features such as activity and time influence 72% of mobile

information needs. Carrascal and Church [5] studied user inter-

actions concerning mobile apps and mobile search, finding that

users’ interactions with apps have an impact on search. Harvey

and Pointon [9] found that fragmented attention of users while

searching on-the-go, affects their search objective and performance

perception. Also, Aliannejadi et al. [1] confirmed the findings of this

study by studying people’s behavior while searching in different

contexts through a field study. More recently, researchers indicated

the need for a universal mobile search framework and found that

commercial mobile search engines such as Google and Bing are not

the preferred means of information access for the majority of users’

information needs [3]. As it is obvious, above-mentioned studies

either had access to commercial search logs or developed a specific

app for their study.

Due the large number of studies that have been carried out in this

area, the need for a comprehensive tool that facilitates data collec-

tion in mobile IR research is clear. To this end, we have developed,

tested, and open-sourced Omicron, to provide researchers with a

tool that is comprehensive and extendable for conducting a large

variety of mobile IR tasks. Omicron enables task-based laboratory



and field studies. It can also serve as a light-weight mobile search

engine allowing researchers to collect mobile query logs. Moreover,

Omicron provides a simple way of configuring its background data

collection service. The background service collects raw sensor data

as well as high-level user activity information together with user

interaction data while they use the app. Therefore, in this paper we

aim to:

ś Familiarize the reader with the Omicron app and the moni-

toring dashboard.1

ś Give an overview of the architecture and the implementation

details.

ś Elaborate on the usefulness of our system in relation to

the need of an open-source customizable tool to conduct

reproducible user studies.

Successful deployment and use of Omicron in our previous ex-

periments indicates its usability as a tool for both conducting user

studies and collecting search logs on mobile devices.

2 OMICRON

Here we present the details of the user interface, collected data, and

implementation of Omicron.

System overview. An overview of the system is presented in Fig-

ure 1. As we can see, the user interacts with Omicron, while the app

reads and stores the data on a cloud service (i.e., Google Cloud). It is

worth noting that Omicron stores raw sensor data, as well as user in-

teraction data on Google Cloud Storage. On the other hand, it reads

and updates the task-related data in the Firebase Realtime Database.

This choice was motivated by the relative cost and effectiveness of

the two services to store a large amount of data as both services

does not require building and maintaining the infrastructure and

offer a usage-based billing plan which make them serviceable for

large-scale studies and convenient for small ones. Finally, as we

see the data analysis and monitoring component retrieves the data

from the cloud server and visualizes it, which could be helpful for

monitoring an ongoing study.

User interface. Omicron presents itself depending on the action

that the participant is required to take. After a short tutorial (Fig-

ure 2a), a demo task plus a demographic and background survey,

participants are presented with a screen where they can freely

search and test the application. The app guides the participants by

showing an informative text and by hiding non-required actions

at every step. When the user receives a task via a notification, the

main screen changes and awaits that the participant starts the task

(Figure 2b). Figure 2c shows a sample mobile SERP where the par-

ticipants consult search results and bookmark the ones that helped

them complete the task. This screen is reached when the participant

starts a task. Finally, as we see in Figure 2d, similar to an optional

pre-task questionnaire, the participants is required to complete a

post-task questionnaire.

Collected data. Apart from the participants’ input data, Omicron

also collects their interactions within itself (i.e., taps and scrolling).

Moreover, a background service constantly collects the phone’s

1Code available at: https://github.com/aliannejadi/Omicron

Listing 1: Excerpt of the configuration file

/ / C o l l e c t o r s

Bool shouldRecordAppUsage = t r u e ;

Bool shou l dRe co rdLoca t i on = t r u e ;

Bool shou ldReco rdAcce l e rome t e r = t r u e ;

Bool s hou l dRe co r dBa t t e r y = t r u e ;

. . .

/ / Sample r a t e s (ms )

/ / app usage i n t e r v a l p e r i o d

long USAGE_INTERVAL = 1 0 0 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 2 4 ;

/ / sample r a t e l o c a t i o n r e c o r d i n g

long l o c a t i o n R a t e = 1 0 0 0 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 3 ;

/ / sample r a t e

long sampleRa te = 1000 ∗ 6 0 ∗ 2 ;

[ . . . ]

sensors data. In summary, Omicron collects the following sensor

data:

• GPS

• accelerometer

• gyroscope

• ambient light

• WiFi

• cellular

Furthermore, it collects other available phone data that can be used

to better understand a user’s context. The additional collected data

are as follows:

• battery level

• the screen on/off events

• apps usage statistics

• apps usage events

Note that apps usage statistics indicate how often each app has been

used in the past 24 hours, whereas apps usage events provide more

detailed app events.2 Apps usage events record user interactions in

terms of:

• launching a specific app

• interacting with a launched app

• closing a launched app

• installing an app

• uninstalling an app

This service collects the data at a predefined time interval and

securely transfers it to the cloud service.

2.1 Implementation Details

Omicron is created as a tool to conduct task-based user studies. It is

crucial to have a way to schedule tasks, have a search interface to

execute queries (in our case we used Bing) and gather sensor data

at the end of the study.

Tasks. A task is defined by an ID, a start time and end time, a title,

a description and a series of metadata (e.g., the time the participant

start the task). For instance, we could have a task with the title

2https://developer.android.com/reference/android/app/usage/package-summary
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Figure 2: Different user interfaces of Omicron.

"Food" and in the description specify that the participant will need

to search for a recipe for dinner. We would then set a date and we

would specify an interval of hours in which this task will need to

be completed.

A task can be defined in various ways. For instance, each partici-

pant can have a series of tasks assigned to them on a particular day.

The way tasks can be assigned to a participant or a group of them is

via the application ID, an identifier generated from the instance of

the installation of Omicron. Tasks can be changed or added during

the experiment and they can be rescheduled if the participant does

not manage to do them in the assigned slot.

Configuration. Omicron can be customized by editing a single

configuration file. Listing 1 is a small excerpt of the configuration

file. It can be seen that the gathering of the various data can be

conveniently switched on or off. The interval for sampling or trans-

ferring the data can also be modified easily. It is also possible to

set the link for a survey after the installation and pre- and post-

task questionnaires. Some of the sensor data can be chosen to be

transmitted only over WiFi to consume less mobile data.

Dashboard. To be able to monitor the ongoing status of the study,

we have built a small Web dashboard. This might be less needed

for in lab studies since one can observe participants directly. In the

field study setting, however, it is critical to monitor the progress

of the study. We found it to be particularly useful to know when

a participant was lost (the result of the queries did not answer

the task) or if there was a problem in data collection. Jointly with

a standard crash and error reporting dashboard, this gave us an

overview of how the study was proceeding. Figure 3 shows one of

the tables that correlated the queries with some of the other data

that we collected. The dashboard is made in Python and Dash3.

Although is not possible to personalize it graphically, it is relatively

easy to convert Jupyter Notebooks4.

3 USABILITY

We developed Omicron as part of our effort to conduct an in-situ

user study on smartphones. We carefully took the required mea-

sures in developing an app that runs smoothly on a large variety

of Android devices. More importantly, since the participants had

to install the app on their phones, we aimed to design an efficient

application that does not affect the people’s everyday usage ex-

perience. Therefore, we aimed to develop Omicron in such a way

that it would not slow down the device, would not consume much

energy, and would recover from possible crashes without user’s

involvement.

While conducting our previous studies [1, 2], Omicron was suc-

cessfully installed and used by over 350 users worldwide. Through-

out the studies, we continuously monitored the collection of data,

as well as the performance of the app. Several bugs were addressed

throughout the study quickly, accompanied by app updates on the

Play Store to ensure a positive experience of the participants. We

used Omicron to conduct an in-situ user study where we asked the

participants to perform pre-defined search tasks [1]. In another

effort, we used the Omicron’s background service and extended the

UI to collect a mobile query search log [2]. We see in Figure 4 the

number of reported queries, as well as users who installed and used

the app on their phones during this study. It is worth noting that

during these studies, Omicron collected and stored over 350 GB of

data on cloud servers. In both studies, Omicron was installed and

3https://plot.ly/dash/
4https://jupyter.org/



Figure 3: Part of themonitoring dashboard: The tables correlate the queries with the location, starred websites and application

usage

Figure 4: Number of queries and active participants per

day, during the course of data collection [2] (best viewed in

color).

used on multiple smartphones from various manufacturers featur-

ing different versions of Android OS. These successful experiences

enforce the usability of Omicron in the community.

Our software design allows for easy extension to collect sensor

or user data that would emerge in the future. Also, the UI can be

easily modified to be used for other types of studies. For instance,

one could add a voice-based interface to Omicron for user studies

based on spoken conversations. Notice that we have tested Omicron

only for field studies and on personal phones; however, nothing

limits it to be used for controlled lab studies. Therefore, one could

use Omicron in a much more controlled experimental settings. The

design of the app, as well as the database of tasks, allows for several

use cases, not to mention the possibility of extending the current

version for a more specific need.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK

In this paper we introduced Omicron, an app to collect mobile query

logs which includes other system information about the task, and

perform user studies on mobile devices. We gave a brief overview

of the application and the various components that are part of the

architecture. We showed how each piece fit together and how to

customize Omicron to conduct a study. Writing a mobile app is

expensive and time-consuming, Omicron offers a starting point for

the researchers in the community to develop their required study

apparatus on top of Omicron, without worrying about a bespoke

application. Furthermore, we have designed Omicron to be easy

to customize so that it can adapt to the needs of different studies.

It can also be easily configured to perform other types of studies,

or be used as a simple tool to collect mobile query log. Finally, it

is worth noting that Omicron provides the ground towards more

reproducible studies.

In the future, we plan to extend Omicron to be modular and ex-

plore gamification for mobile data collection. One of the challenges

of building an application that can be reused for different types of

user studies is that for instance, one study might need to gather

sensor data but it would not make use of the search feature. Un-

fortunately at the moment, it is hard to do it without adventuring

in the code base and knowing Android programming. The archi-

tecture could be made more modular to allow both the reuse of

low-level components and graphical components, doing this could

allow easier reuse of Omicron even for studies that differ consid-

erably from what it was created for. As we know, it is difficult to

gather enough participants to conduct mobile IR studies at large

scale. By making the studies open via mobile app stores it is possible

to sample from a vast audience as shown in studies like [10] and

[13]. Every study would need to adapt game elements in a way that

incentivize participants to take part in their studies. Therefore the

type of study would dictate a different approach. However, there

are known game elements that can be reused in many studies, for

instance leader boards and points. Also, we plan to extend Omicron

to enable studies on conversational search on mobile devices [4].
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